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Background
No accepted intervention exists for borderline personality disorder presenting in adolescence.

Aims
To compare the effectiveness of up to 24 sessions of cognitive analytic therapy (CAT) or manualised good clinical care (GCC) in addition to a comprehensive service model of care.

Method
In a randomised controlled trial, CAT and GCC were compared in out-patients aged 15–18 years who fulfilled two to nine of the DSM-IV criteria for borderline personality disorder. We predicted that, compared with the GCC group, the CAT group would show greater reductions in psychopathology and parasuicidal behaviour and greater improvement in global functioning over 24 months.

Results
Eighty-six patients were randomised and 78 (CAT n=41; GCC n=37) provided follow-up data. There was no significant difference between the outcomes of the treatment groups at 24 months on the pre-chosen measures but there was some evidence that patients allocated to CAT improved more rapidly. No adverse effect was shown with either treatment.

Conclusions
Both CAT and GCC are effective in reducing externalising psychopathology in teenagers with sub-syndromal or full-syndrome bipolar personality disorder. Larger studies are required to determine the specific value of CAT in this population.
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Borderline personality disorder is a severe mental disorder that usually emerges during adolescence, and adolescents with this disorder commonly seek clinical help. We have previously reviewed the prospects for developing prevention and early intervention strategies for the disorder and concluded that current evidence supports indicated prevention, targeting groups with precursor signs and symptoms such as substance use disorders or borderline personality disorder traits, along with early intervention for first presentations of borderline personality disorder.

We report a hybrid efficacy/effectiveness2 randomised controlled trial of early intervention for adolescents with sub-syndromal or full-syndrome borderline personality disorder using a novel, time-limited psychotherapy, cognitive analytic therapy,3 compared with ‘manualised’, structured, team-based, non-specialised ‘good clinical care’ specifically developed for this trial. Based upon our review, we predicted that, compared with good clinical care, cognitive analytic therapy would perform significantly better in decreasing borderline personality psychopathology, general psychopathology (internalising and externalising psychopathology) and parasuicidal behaviours (suicide attempts and non-suicidal self-injury) and in improving social and occupational functioning.

Method
Participants
Participants were aged 15–18 years, were sufficiently fluent in English and fulfilled two to nine DSM-IV criteria for borderline personality disorder. Participants were also required to have had one or more of the following in childhood: any personality disorder symptom, any disruptive behaviour disorder symptom, low socio-economic status, depressive symptoms and a history of abuse or neglect. These factors were selected because of their high odds ratios for the development of personality disorders in young adults and because they were measurable in our sample.

Exclusion criteria were learning disability, psychiatric disorder due to a general medical condition, pervasive developmental disorder, severe primary Axis I disorder that should be the principal focus of treatment (e.g. medically unstable anorexia nervosa or severe obsessive–compulsive disorder) and receiving more than nine sessions of specialist mental health treatment in the previous 12 months. No potential participant was excluded on the basis of these criteria. Potential participants were not approached if they had sustained psychosis and met criteria for ORYGEN Youth Health’s Early Psychosis Prevention and Intervention Centre.

Procedure
The study was approved by the North Western Health Care Network Behavioural and Psychiatric Research and Ethics Committees. It was conducted from October 2000 to October 2004 at the Helping Young People Early (HYPE) clinic, a specialised early intervention programme for borderline personality disorder at ORYGEN, the government-funded mental health service for young people aged 15–18 years in western metropolitan Melbourne, Australia. Referrals to ORYGEN are taken directly from the community (via emergency departments, primary care, family, school or self-referral) for acute, severe mental health problems. The referrals are not specifically for borderline personality disorder treatment.

After complete explanation of the study procedures, written informed consent was obtained from all participants and their parent or guardian where appropriate. Eligibility criteria were first assessed by a full clinical interview, supplemented by the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders – Patient Version (SCID–I/P), the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children – Present and Lifetime version (K–SADS–PL) disruptive behaviour disorders module, and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM–IV Axis II Disorders (SCID–II) borderline personality disorder module. Final diagnosis was by a consensus group, comprising at least two senior investigators (A.C., H.J., L.M., P.M.), using a modified longitudinal, expert, all data (LEAD) standard. Participants were remunerated with AU$20 for the first three research assessments and AU$40 for the final follow-up to cover out-of-pocket expenses.

Participants were allocated to cognitive analytic therapy (CAT) or good clinical care (GCC) using a stratified block randomisation procedure with block size equal to four. This was designed and overseen by a statistician (H.P.Y.) who was masked to patient data. Stratification was according to the number of DSM–IV borderline personality disorder criteria (cut-off point 5). In order to accommodate the requirements of the clinical service, randomisation occurred following informed consent but prior to baseline assessment. The nature of the randomisation procedure was concealed from the therapists by using an on-site, password-protected computer program, operated by an independent ORYGEN administrative staff member who entered all participants’ data. The administrative staff member communicated the outcome of the randomisation to the therapist and the therapist discussed this with the patient.

Research assessments
Assessments were conducted independently by three graduate research assistants (V.C., C.W., E.M.) trained by the principal investigator (A.C.) and supervised by another senior investigator (H.J.) who was masked to patient names and treatment allocation. No ‘unmaskings’ were reported during the conduct of the trial. Research assistant masking was tested upon completion of their employment (without warning) by asking them to guess each participant’s treatment allocation using a checklist. Kappa values were 0.36, 0.07 and 0.06 respectively, indicating satisfactory masking.

Figure 1 shows the flow of participants through the trial. Participants were assessed at four fixed time points: baseline (n=78), 6 months (n=70), 12 months (n=70) and 24 months (n=68). Assessments were completed for at least three of the four time points in 92% of the sample.

Diagnostic interviews
Diagnoses were obtained using the SCID–I/P, the K–SADS–PL disruptive behaviour disorders module and the full SCID–II. In keeping with previous research, a personality disorder criterion was scored positive if it had been present for 2 years and did not occur exclusively during an Axis I disorder. Also, antisocial personality disorder criterion A (age 18 years) was ignored and ‘personality disorder not otherwise specified’ was defined as either nine positive personality disorder criteria across any personality disorder domains or falling one criterion short of ‘caseness’ for a specific personality disorder diagnosis but having two additional criteria from any other personality disorder domain.

Outcome measures
Primary outcome variables were defined a priori. We anticipated that the CAT group would show a greater reduction in psychopathology and parasuicidal behaviour (suicide attempts and
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**Fig. 1** Trial profile (CAT, cognitive analytic therapy; GCC, good clinical care).
between the YSR and YASR, in keeping with previous research
the items of the internalising and externalising sub-scales differ
used with complex and relational disorders, especially borderline
development and psychopathology. It has increasingly been
integration of elements of psychoanalytic object relations theory
Parasuicidal behaviour
Parasuicidal behaviour was assessed by semi-structured interview
Global functioning
Global functioning was assessed using the widely used Social and
Treatment conditions and therapists
Both forms of treatment comprised up to 24 weekly sessions.
Therapists
The three therapists (two female, one male) were 6th-year degree
clinical psychologists (standard for Australia), trained in
cognitive–behavioural therapy, with at least 2 years post-training
Cognitive analytic therapy
Cognitive analytic therapy is a time-limited, integrative
psychotherapy developed in the UK over the past 25 years by Ryle
This therapy arose from a theoretical and practical integration of elements of psychoanalytic object relations theory
and cognitive psychology, developing into an integrated model
of development and psychopathology. It has increasingly been
with complex and relational disorders, especially borderline
personality disorder. We selected this therapy because it had been
developed for use in public health services and was suitable
for early intervention. Drs Anthony Ryle and Ian Kerr conducted
initial training over 9 months, comprising 100 h of face-to-face,
and telephone-supervised practice. Study recruitment commenced
when Dr Ryle judged that all three therapists were adherent to
the therapy.
Each case in this arm of the study was supervised by an expert
from the Association for Cognitive Analytic Therapy in the UK.
Dr Ryle conducted a weekly telephone supervision group for some
cases; all other cases were individually supervised, using weekly
emailed process notes and monthly telephone calls. At the end of
each session, the therapist summarised the session with the
patient. The recording of this summary was converted to a secure
mp3 file and emailed with the process notes. The summaries and
notes were rated for treatment integrity and used for supervisor
feedback.
Standardised good clinical care
Standardised good clinical care was a modular treatment package
developed specifically for this study (further information available
from the authors) and explicitly designed for the same purpose as
Linehan’s ‘treatment by experts’, namely to control for some
factors commonly believed to be effective in psychotherapy
availability, accessibility and duration of therapy, institutional
prestige and general factors associated with receiving therapy).
This intervention was designed to deliver standardised, high-quality,
team-based clinical care that might be achievable in mental health
services in more economically developed countries. It used a simple
problem-solving model for all participants, with additional
modules determined by the co-occurring problems (e.g.
depression, anxiety or anger management) identified by the
patient and/or therapist. Some modules included basic cognitive–
behavioural concepts such as identifying that thoughts and feelings
are related and the use of monitoring and challenging unhelpful
thoughts or beliefs. Supervision occurred weekly in a peer group
led by a senior clinical psychologist external to the study.
Common elements of the treatment models
Both treatments used common elements of the HYPE service
model of care and had equal access to assertive case management,
psychiatrist appointments, activity groups, crisis team and
in-patient care and pharmacotherapy (as indicated). As the
principal investigator (A.C.) was also the study psychiatrist, all
decisions to initiate pharmacotherapy were reviewed and approved
by an experienced psychiatrist independent of the study.
Treatment integrity
In addition to the use of treatment manuals, expert training and
supervision, all sessions were audio-recorded. All therapists and
some supervisors audited randomly selected whole-session
recordings to provide qualitative feedback to therapists
contemporaneous with the trial. Cognitive analytic therapy was
rated for adherence and competency by supervisor monitoring
of the use of the specific ‘tools’ of the therapy (narrative formulation,
diagrammatic formulation and ‘goodbye letter’) at the
appropriate phase of therapy and by using the Therapist Interven-
tion Checklist (Bennett, personal communication, 2006), short
version rating of the session summary recording and detailed
process notes. Four domains of this checklist were rated on a scale
of 1–4 (1, well done; 2, partially done; 3, inadequately or not done; 4,
hammering or ‘overkill’):
(a) noting key contents of the session
(b) using contents to propose links and explore possible patterns
(c) inviting patient’s reaction to the therapy/session
(d) proposing/elaborating procedural descriptions of these
reactions.
Total scores ranged from 4 to 16, where scores below 8
indicated satisfactory adherence. Cognitive analytic therapy
supervisor ratings for 163 therapy sessions across 25 patient–therapist dyads had a mean score of 6.3 (s.d.=1.1).

Treatment adherence for good clinical care and differentiation of this treatment from cognitive analytic therapy used a 21-item scale devised by C.W. and L.M. (further information available from the authors). Items drawn from the respective treatment manuals were rated as either present or absent, and included 10 prescribed items corresponding to the GCC sub-scale (scoring range 0–10) and 11 prescribed items corresponding to the CAT sub-scale (scoring range 0–11).

Thirty-seven recordings were selected randomly from early, middle or late therapy (sessions 3, 12 or 20) and rated across 37 patient–therapist dyads (by C.W.). Mean score for the GCC sub-scale was 8.83 (s.d.=0.25), indicating excellent adherence. Mean score for the CAT sub-scale was 0.52 (s.d.=0.11), indicating negligible ‘contamination’ of good clinical care with elements of cognitive analytic therapy.

Treatment of missing data and statistical methods

Sample size was determined using the SCID–II borderline personality disorder dimensional score. A magnitude of three points difference (i.e. one borderline personality disorder feature) between the two treatment groups was considered clinically important. Past research data from our programme gave us a standard deviation of 3.6 for this score, producing an expected effect size of 0.8 (3/3.6). Therefore, we sought to detect a medium to large effect size (i.e. 0.6–0.8) and with alpha set at 0.05 and power at 0.8, a sample size of 26–45 in each group would be needed.26 We therefore aimed to have a sample of 40 in each group.

Data analysis was by intention to treat. Missing values for the CAT and GCC groups on outcome measures due to withdrawal or non-attendance subsequent to baseline were assumed to have occurred at random, conditional on the completely observed pre-treatment scores on all outcome measures (see, for example, Schafer & Graham,27 for a general review of missing data and their treatment). Ten multiply imputed data-sets were generated using the PAN package in the R statistical program,28 for which the imputation model was the same as the one used in the actual statistical modelling of the data.

Treatment differences and change over times were analysed by using the xtmixed procedure in Stata version 9.2 for Windows for the continuous total borderline personality disorder, SOFAS, internalising and externalising outcome measures and by using the gllamm package for the ordinal categorical parasuicidal behaviour. The four time points were coded as −1, −0.75, −0.5 and 0 in all models, thereby implying that regression coefficients involving time measured the linear rate of change from baseline to 24-month follow-up and that regression intercepts referenced group differences at the last follow-up point (no evidence of non-linear change in either the CAT or the GCC group was observed or found in preliminary models).

A linear random intercept model best fitted the SOFAS and internalising measures, whereas total borderline personality disorder and externalising outcomes were best represented by a linear random intercepts and slopes model. Parasuicidal behaviour was best fitted by a logistic proportional odds random intercepts model. Effects for all outcome measures were adjusted by additionally incorporating into all fitted models time-varying covariates for total SCID–II antisocial personality disorder score, presence of a mood disorder, and presence of a substance use disorder.

Only primary model parameters directly relevant to the study objectives are presented here. They are: first, group differences at 24 months (indicating whether cognitive analytic therapy was better or worse than good clinical care at the final follow-up); second, the linear rate of change from baseline to final follow-up for the GCC group (indicating the extent to which the reference group improved or deteriorated over the 24 months of the study); and third, differential rate of change for the CAT group (indicating whether the rate of improvement or deterioration in this group was substantially stronger than in the GCC group).

All model parameters for continuous outcome measures are presented here as partial standardised effects, whereas those for the categorical measures of parasuicidal behaviour are presented as conditional odds ratios. Complete tables of all modelling results are available upon request from the authors.

The ten multiply imputed data-sets provided ten sets of model parameter estimates and their standard errors. These values were averaged over all ten imputed data-sets using Rubin’s rules for scalar estimands to obtain mean multiply imputed model parameter estimates.28 Finally, 95% confidence intervals were calculated for all parameter estimates using Rubin’s Student’s t approximation.30

Results

The characteristics of participants (n=41 CAT, n=37 GCC) are shown in online Table DS1.

Treatment received

The flow of patients through the study is shown in Fig. 1. The median number of therapy sessions received and the interquartile range (IQR) were 13.0 (IQR 8–23) for the CAT group and 11.0 (IQR 4.5–23) for the GCC group. The median numbers of individual non-therapy contacts (e.g. case management and psychiatrist appointments) were 33.0 (IQR 20.5–54.0) and 32.0 (IQR 18.5–52.5) respectively. There was no significant difference between the two groups on the number of therapy sessions or non-therapy contacts at any of the three follow-up time points (all P>0.05). The median interval from enrolment to discharge was 42.9 weeks (IQR 24.1–58.3) for the CAT group and 39.4 weeks (IQR 20.6–52.1) for the GCC group. The median number of contacts of any type per week was 1.4 (IQR 0.9–1.8) for the CAT group and 1.3 (IQR 0.8–1.6) for the GCC group.

Most patients who withdrew from the interventions continued to participate in research assessments (Fig. 1). Termination of therapy occurred with a formal final session (negotiated) or without a formal final session (drop-out). Negotiated termination was commonly because the patients believed that they had received enough treatment. There was no difference between the two study groups in the numbers of participants completing treatment, negotiating early termination or dropping out of treatment ($\chi^2=1.57$, P=0.46).

Observed means and standard deviations at all four time points for the two groups are presented in Table 1 for the four continuous outcomes measures, whereas Table 2 contains the observed proportions in each category of parasuicidal behaviour. Summary statistics of the ten multiply imputed data-sets are available from the authors.

Longitudinal treatment effects

Both treatment groups demonstrated improvements over the 2-year period from baseline to final follow-up (based on the estimates displayed in the first row of Table 3). The GCC group evidenced a median improvement in absolute terms over all four continuous outcome measures of 0.88 standard deviation, whereas
the median improvement for the CAT group was 1.02 standard deviations. Moreover, the two treatment groups showed a substantial reduction over time in the odds of a higher frequency of parasuicidal behaviour incidents (OR=0.32 for CAT and OR=0.08 for GCC).

Differential rates of change

Of critical interest was whether or not differences existed between the CAT and GCC groups in their relative rates of improvement from baseline to final follow-up. The second row of Table 3 shows that the expected rate of improvement was faster for CAT compared with GCC in externalising (−0.32 s.d.) and internalising (−0.29 s.d.) pathologies, and moderately faster for GCC in general functioning (−0.26 s.d.); the upper boundary of the respective 95% confidence intervals (CIs), however, indicated these differential rates may at worst be slight. There was no meaningful or substantial difference between the two treatments in their respective rates of change over time for borderline personality disorder total scores and for frequency of parasuicidal behaviour.

Group comparisons at final follow-up

The third row of Table 3 reveals that the largest difference for cognitive analytic therapy over good clinical care at 24-month final follow-up was in externalising psychopathology (−0.32 s.d.), with the upper limit of the 95% CI again indicating that this difference could also at worst be slight. No other noticeable difference at 24 months could be reasonably inferred on the remaining outcome measures.

| Table 1 | Treatment group scores for continuous outcome measures at each time point |
|---------|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Outcome measure | Baseline | 6 months | 12 months | 24 months |
| BPD total score: mean (s.d.) | CAT (n=34) | GCC (n=33) | CAT (n=35) | GCC (n=36) | CAT (n=36) | GCC (n=35) |
| SOFAS: mean (s.d.) | 70.27 (10.53) | 66.50 (11.35) | 67.36 (11.64) | 67.71 (11.70) | 71.74 (11.56) | 75.30 (12.21) |
| Internalising: mean (s.d.) | 0.84 (0.40) | 0.83 (0.37) | 0.67 (0.34) | 0.59 (0.38) | 0.47 (0.34) | 0.53 (0.34) |
| Externalising: mean (s.d.) | 0.75 (0.51) | 0.65 (0.41) | 0.60 (0.50) | 0.59 (0.42) | 0.48 (0.44) | 0.52 (0.48) |

This is the first published randomised controlled trial of cognitive analytic therapy for any problem and it substantially enhances the evidence base for this psychotherapy. Two major findings emerge from this study. First, to our knowledge, this is the first study to show that early intervention for sub-syndromal or first-presentation borderline personality disorder is possible and that it results in significant positive effects upon a broad range of patient outcomes. Second, patients in both treatment groups demonstrated significant and clinically substantial improvement, with cognitive analytic therapy showing some evidence of more rapid onset of benefit. These findings demonstrate ‘proof of concept’ for early intervention in borderline personality disorder and should also help to allay fears of iatrogenic harm arising from early diagnosis and treatment specifically for borderline personality disorder.31,32 The patients in this study were, on average, 13–15 years younger than those in recent randomised controlled trials

| Table 2 | Group proportions for frequency of parasuicide at each time point |
|---------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Frequency of parasuicide | Baseline | 6 months | 12 months | 24 months |
| None | 0.24 | 0.24 | 0.24 | 0.24 |
| Monthly | 0.12 | 0.24 | 0.28 | 0.24 |
| Weekly | 0.24 | 0.32 | 0.03 | 0.21 |
| Daily | 0.12 | 0.24 | 0.11 | 0.03 |

Table 3 | Parameter estimates from longitudinal modelling of outcome measures for the two treatment groups |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimate (95% CI)a</td>
<td>Borderline personality disorder totalb</td>
<td>SOFASb</td>
<td>Internalisingb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional rate of change for GCC (baseline to 24 months)c</td>
<td>−0.80 (−1.22 to −0.38)</td>
<td>1.19 (0.84 to 1.54)</td>
<td>−0.81 (−1.13 to −0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group differential rate of change for CAT vs. GCCc</td>
<td>−0.09 (−0.58 to 0.40)</td>
<td>−0.26 (−0.65 to 0.13)</td>
<td>−0.29 (−0.67 to 0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT vs. GCC at 24 monthsd</td>
<td>−0.10 (−0.53 to 0.32)</td>
<td>−0.21 (−0.59 to 0.18)</td>
<td>−0.11 (−0.51 to 0.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAT, cognitive analytic therapy; GCC, good clinical care; SOFAS, Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale.

a. Using 10 multiply imputed data-sets for the CAT group (n=34) and GCC group (n=35).
b. Partial standardised effects.
c. Conditional odds ratios.
d. Improvement over time indicated by (i) negative rate of change for borderline personality disorder total, internalising and externalising measures, (ii) positive rates of change for SOFAS scores and (iii) odds ratios <1 for parasuicide.
e. Better functioning at 24 months for CAT indicated by (i) negative standardised difference for borderline personality disorder total, internalising and externalising measures, (ii) positive standardised difference for SOFAS scores and (iii) odds ratios <1 for parasuicide.
for borderline personality disorder.\textsuperscript{7,24,33,34} Moreover, their mean age was comparable to the mean age at first psychiatric contact reported in the randomised controlled trial by Clarkin et al (17 years),\textsuperscript{7,35} and was 5 years below that reported by Davidson et al (22 years).\textsuperscript{34} Only longer-term follow-up of this sample will demonstrate whether the gains made through early intervention are sustained and whether they divert patients from the poor outcomes associated with these traits and the course of disorder that leads to persistent problems and possibly to adult treatment settings. Cognitive analytic therapy yielded the greatest median improvement on the four continuous outcome measures over the 2-year period. At 24 months, this therapy also showed a faster rate of improvement over time and lower levels of externalising psychopathology compared with good clinical care. However, the effect sizes for group differences in rate of change and at 24-month follow-up are less than those hypothesised in the power analysis used for designing the study and represent medium-sized differences using Cohen's qualitative guidelines.\textsuperscript{26} Also, the effect of cognitive analytic therapy upon externalising psychopathology is interesting because the focus of this therapy is relational, not behavioural as in good clinical care. Further studies are required to examine possible mechanisms of action of this psychotherapy. Both treatments were delivered exactly as they are intended to be delivered in clinical services and the HYPE clinic continues as a ‘real world’ service offering these interventions. The outcomes reported were achieved with a relatively small median ‘dose’ of therapy (13 CAT sessions and 11 GCC sessions) but delivered within a comprehensive service model. This included 2.5 case management sessions for every CAT session and 2.9 for every GCC session, highlighting that intervention involves more than just formal psychotherapy. This small dose of therapy does not necessarily imply that more would be better. The explicit time limit is an integral feature of cognitive analytic therapy, making it an exemplary intervention in terms of balancing the allocation of healthcare resources with the need for broad implementation of early intervention for borderline personality disorder. It also appears to be consistent with patient preferences and does not preclude future episodes of care.

The actual amounts of time spent with the CAT and GCC patients were almost identical, strengthening the claim that the findings favouring cognitive analytic therapy over good clinical care are actually due to CAT and that CAT adds value to the HYPE service model. The common elements of CAT and GCC (the HYPE service model) facilitate therapy delivery. They should not be viewed as incidental to treatment or as something to be controlled for in experimental designs, since they appear to be fundamental to the treatment models themselves.

Clinical experience suggests that ‘treatment as usual’ for borderline personality disorder ranges from untested specialised treatments through to mutually hostile clinical contact with likely iatrogenic harm (‘maltreatment as usual’),\textsuperscript{61} and it is notable that GCC was not ineffective. This finding is consistent with the comparison by Linehan et al of ‘treatment by experts’ with historical treatment as usual.\textsuperscript{24} In contrast to treatment by experts, this study’s good clinical care is a manualised, non-expert intervention that can be disseminated and replicated. It is possible that service reforms using existing resources and the HYPE model incorporating good clinical care might have important effects upon patient outcomes compared with the status quo of treatment as usual in most clinical services.

**Borderline personality disorder in adolescence**

Personality pathology is as important a form of psychopathology in adolescence as it is in adulthood,\textsuperscript{1,3} yet diagnosing adolescent personality pathology remains controversial.\textsuperscript{21} We have reviewed the growing body of evidence that indicates that a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder is no less reliable or valid in adolescence than it is in adulthood.\textsuperscript{4} It is widely acknowledged that personality disorders are best understood as dimensional constructs,\textsuperscript{1,3} and both sub-syndromal and full-syndrome borderline personality disorder in adolescence exist on a continuum of clinical severity and are prospectively associated with diverse functional and psychopathological poor outcomes, including a future diagnosis of borderline personality disorder, increased risk of Axis I disorders (especially substance use and mood disorders), interpersonal problems, distress and reduced quality of life.\textsuperscript{4} We do not claim that the patients in this study have the ‘late-stage’ borderline personality disorder syndrome described in DSM–IV and typically seen in adult mental health services. Like early intervention for first-episode psychosis,\textsuperscript{39} early intervention for borderline personality disorder usually involves including milder ‘cases’ or forms of disorder and targets the diverse outcomes associated with the presenting symptoms (e.g. borderline personality disorder, Axis I pathology, interpersonal problems) rather than narrowly focusing upon the ‘late-stage’ syndrome,\textsuperscript{5,39} especially as progression to symptomatically chronic borderline personality disorder is uncommon, even in adulthood.\textsuperscript{80}

**Strengths of the study**

Good clinical care was an active, non-specialised intervention that was clearly characterised, with documented good adherence and equal access to the elements of care not included in formal psychotherapy. This provided a more rigorous control condition than the common comparison condition of treatment as usual, which is seldom characterised. Also, both cognitive analytic therapy and good clinical care were delivered in their intended ‘real world’ form and with equal access to a comprehensive service model of care, which was characterised and measured. Also, the study was conducted in a front-line clinical service, with clinical referrals from the community and with few exclusion criteria, enhancing its external validity.

Using the same therapists to deliver both treatment conditions allowed for rigorous control of some therapist effects (gender, experience, personality). However, it also allowed for possible treatment ‘contamination’ or sabotage. The GCC treatment integrity measure and random peer audits revealed excellent adherence to the model and negligible overt contamination. However, covert contamination was still possible, i.e. ‘thinking in CAT’. Additionally, although our group were not cognitive analytic therapy ‘insiders’, arguably reducing therapist allegiance effects, the team reported developing a preference for this form of therapy during the trial. Also, the therapists were experienced in cognitive–behavioural therapy but new to cognitive analytic therapy. Treatment effects might have been more pronounced with greater experience in the latter therapy.

**Limitations**

The sample size, although comparable with other published randomised controlled trials for adult borderline personality disorder, is still relatively small in absolute terms and restricts the degree of precision for detecting the small to medium kinds of treatment effects found in our study. Also, participants were not randomised to therapists, allowing some potential biasing through matching of patient to therapist. It would also have been preferable to perform the randomisation procedure after baseline assessment. We cannot say whether the eight participants who withdrew prior to baseline assessment did so as a result of their
assignation to a particular treatment group. Finally, as this is the first study of its kind, the findings reported are preliminary and need replication.

Implications of the study

This study should improve clinicians’ confidence that a diagnosis of sub-syndromal or full-syndrome adolescent borderline personality disorder can now be matched with an effective intervention. Cognitive analytic therapy might be preferred to good clinical care, but the latter was not ineffective and service reform using this model might be achieved more swiftly, with cognitive analytic therapy implementation as a second phase of development. Further studies are required to replicate these findings and to investigate the mechanisms of change, the sustainability of the improvements beyond 2 years and the effectiveness of cognitive analytic therapy in samples of older people with borderline personality disorder.
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Mark Rothko (1903–1970)

Text by Alexandra Pitman

Mark Rothko’s darker works began in 1957 as he entered the final decade of his life. The current Rothko exhibition at Tate Modern in London focuses on five series of works produced between 1958 and 1970, the most significant being a commission for the Four Seasons Restaurant in Manhattan’s Seagram Building. In this exhibition the Seagram murals are hung in a cathedral-like space, in keeping with the artist’s stringent specifications over positioning and environment. These images, most notably Red on Maroon Mural Section 4 (1959), exemplify his signature brooding multiforms and their ability to convey atmospheres. Rothko became unhappy about the prospect of his murals hanging in a buzzing restaurant where there was little scope for any participation with them. He dismissed the idea as mere interior design for the rich and decided to pull out of the commission, later donating a selection to the Tate to be viewed in a dedicated Rothko Room. The paintings arrived in London on the day of his suicide in February 1970.

The panels of colour and ragged borders so recognisable in these works are grimly echoed in his death. Rothko’s body was found on the floor of his studio the morning after his overdose, having also severed his brachial arteries. Around his body blood had formed a rectangular pool approximately the size of one of his canvases. In his final years the Black-Form paintings (1964), the Brown on Grey works (1969) and the Black on Gray series (1969–70) expressed his failing health and hopes. Drinking and smoking heavily and afflicted by gout, shingles, liver cirrhosis, bronchitis and another failed marriage, Rothko’s work showed an increasing prominence of what he described as ‘the tragic ingredient’. Although there is a tendency to turgid analysis of Rothko’s work there is one thing on which most agree: that the paintings of his last 2 years reflect an intensifying preoccupation with dissolution and with death.

Rothko is at Tate Modern, Bankside, London SE1 9TG, UK until 1 February 2009.

http://www.tate.org.uk/modern/exhibitions/markrothko/
## Data supplement

**Table DS1** Baseline sample characteristics and diagnostic data for the two study groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAT (n=41)</th>
<th>GCC (n=37)</th>
<th>Total (n=78)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years: mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>16.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>16.6 (1)</td>
<td>16.4 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>34 (83)</td>
<td>25 (68)</td>
<td>59 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>25 (61)</td>
<td>18 (49)</td>
<td>43 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>7 (17)</td>
<td>9 (24)</td>
<td>16 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>9 (22)</td>
<td>10 (27)</td>
<td>19 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education/employment, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary student</td>
<td>27 (66)</td>
<td>17 (46)</td>
<td>44 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary student</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>4 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time or full-time</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>6 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
<td>9 (24)</td>
<td>13 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school drop-out in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past month</td>
<td>5 (12)</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>10 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile detention</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime episodes parasuicidal behaviour: median (IQR)</td>
<td>11.0 (3.0–54.0)</td>
<td>6.0 (2.0–27.0)</td>
<td>9.5 (3–39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants with no prior parasuicidal behaviour, n (%)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
<td>5 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants meeting DSM–IV borderline personality disorder criterion 5, n (%)</td>
<td>32 (78)</td>
<td>22 (60)</td>
<td>54 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCID–II borderline personality disorder criteria: mean (range)</td>
<td>4.4 (2–8)</td>
<td>4.5 (2–8)</td>
<td>4.4 (2–8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCID–II borderline personality disorder dimensional score: mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>19.3 (3.1)</td>
<td>19.1 (3.7)</td>
<td>19.2 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of current Axis I diagnoses: mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of current Axis II diagnoses: mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Axis I diagnoses, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any mood disorder</td>
<td>28 (68)</td>
<td>21 (57)</td>
<td>49 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any anxiety disorder</td>
<td>15 (37)</td>
<td>16 (43)</td>
<td>31 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any disruptive behaviour</td>
<td>9 (22)</td>
<td>11 (30)</td>
<td>20 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any substance use disorder</td>
<td>17 (41)</td>
<td>9 (24)</td>
<td>26 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any eating disorder</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No full syndrome Axis I diagnosis</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>6 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Axis II diagnoses, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline</td>
<td>16 (39)</td>
<td>16 (43)</td>
<td>32 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antisocial</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
<td>10 (27)</td>
<td>14 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histrionic</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranoid</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidant</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>4 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive–compulsive</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive</td>
<td>6 (15)</td>
<td>6 (16)</td>
<td>12 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive–aggressive</td>
<td>9 (22)</td>
<td>6 (16)</td>
<td>15 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorder not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otherwise specified</td>
<td>15 (37)</td>
<td>8 (22)</td>
<td>23 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No full syndrome personality</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
<td>5 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAT, cognitive analytic therapy; GCC, good clinical care; IQR, interquartile range; PDNOS, personality disorder not otherwise specified; SCID–II, Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Axis II Disorders.

a. Including borderline personality disorder.
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